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Motorcycles, Sidecar Outfits, Scooters, Automobiles, Outboard Motors, Lawn Mowers, Sewing 
Machines, and more. Like today’s Honda Motor Company, Zündapp was more than a motorcycle 

maker, they were a manufacturer of every motor-driven product the people wanted.  

SPECIAL EDITION: 

Zündapper reports on 100th 
Anniversary Rally in Germany!   

 

 Zündapp owners are a special group of people. The purpose of this publication is to 
share information of interest and to foster the comradery of all who enjoy Zündapps.  

TM 

Your editor has been Zündapping for 40 years, yet somehow I had never 
visited Germany. At Kevin Johnson’s second North American Zundapp 
Rally in Ohio back in 2014, I first heard mention of plans for a 100th 
Anniversary Zündapp Rally to be staged in 2017 in Sigmaringen, Germany. 
Leon Vlasveld talked of the event 
during his historical presentation 
one evening. Several of those in 
attendance responded by saying 
they would not miss it!  At the 
time, I mostly shrugged off the 
idea, but as fate would have it, with 
a little encouragement from Leon 
and a kind offer to help us book 
accommodations, Judy and I 
decided to go for it. 

I’ve owned, ridden and worked on 
boxer Zündapps for many years, 
but attending the rally, I saw there 
were far more Zündapp models 
than I realized! 

Zündapp owners and enthusiast from around the world attended the 
event. We know of at least 9 American’s that were amongst the 5,000 
or so people who attended. 
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Most of you know the history of Zündapp… 

Zünder-und Apparateau GmbH was founded in 1917 and so it is that 
the roots of the company that became Zündapp was honored upon 
its 100th Anniversary in the village of Sigmaringen, Germany in 
May of 2017.  

The company was founded during World War I as a maker of 
“Ignition (Zünder) Apparatus” (devices for munitions). Interesting 
that most people in America have never heard of Zündapp, perhaps 
until that animated movie series  “Cars,” as one of the characters is 
“Professor Zündapp,” a little Micro-car the company named the 
“Janus.”  

I had certainly seen photos of a Janus before, but there were more 
than a half dozen of them on the show field. 

Over the years, Zündapp manufactured everything from Sewing 
Machines to Generators, Lawn Mowers, Outboard Motors, 
Mopeds, Motor Scooters, Motorcycles and Automobiles. At one 
time, Zündapp was the largest motorcycle manufacturer in the 
world.  

The village of Sigmaringen, Germany was an ideal location for the 
rally: a small village with restaurants and shops along the Danube 
River. A castle forms the backdrop for the show field, but the 
primary reason the location was chosen is the village is the site of a 
Zündapp Museum. Now, this was nowhere on the scale of the 
Porsche and Mercedes Museums we managed to work into our stay 
in Germany, but the Zündapp Museum is a major attraction in the 
village. It is located in a brewery!  What could be better than that? 
On one end of 
the block is a 
Hoffbrau, 
featuring a beer 
garden serving 
excellent 
Swabian food 
and, of course, 
an endless 
supply of beer.  
Next door, is the 
Brauerei Zoller-
Hof  brewery and 
at the front of 
the brewery is 
the Mattes-
Zündapp 
Museum. 
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Upon entering, we were greeted by a line of vintage 
Zündapp Mopeds being offered up for sale. 

Later we saw the “smallest” Zündapp of all… 
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The displays include a number of female mannequins 
dressed in period clothing and it was obvious 
Zündapp was a brand that understood the power of 
women in the marketplace.  But it wasn’t just a case of 
“Sex sells”, as goes the old Wall Street adage. The 
factory saw great potential in making Zündapp a 
household name.  

For many years Zündapp was actually run by a 
woman. Elizabeth (Neumeyer) Mann (seen here) was 
the daughter of the company’s President. She married 
the number-two man-in-charge, Dr. Eitel-Fredrich 

Mann. When her father, and then her husband, passed away, 
Elizabeth took the reins of the company. It is said the factory workers 
particularly liked Elizabeth as she knew the workers by name and 
would attend every race or motorcycle-sporting event when the 
Zündapp teams were competing.  

Seen here is a Zündapp snowmobile. As you can see, it is an add-on 
kit for a Zündapp scooter that attached a single ski to the front fork 
and a wide metal halftrack-style tread system to power it across the 

snow. There were many different Zündapp clubs represented- with over a 
dozen military sidecar outfits and other World War II era bikes and gear 
on display. 
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There were 1920s era Zündapp motorcycles on display and examples of production right up till the final days in the 1980s.  
A great variety of Zündapps from every decade, most I had never seen before, as they were never imported. There was a 
great variety of small displacement, 2-stroke sport bikes rarely seen in the USA 

 

 

 

Let’s face it; most of us old 
car and bike guys are, in 
one form or another, 
grasping onto our youth. 
But there is nothing like 
seeing the joy of a large, 
older guy, on a way too 
small motorcycle - no 
doubt, like the one he rode 
in his youth. Notice the 
child riding in the little blue 
tow-behind trailer! No 
Ralph Nader in Germany! 

Small motorcycles, 
scooters, mopeds and 
bicycles have always been 
far more popular in Europe 
than in the USA as a 
practical, cost- effective 
means of transportation.   

Photos: special thanks to Christiane Richter for sharing some of the photos 
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I have never owned a Bella, although this one sure caught my 
eye in full race trim, but I have fond memories of scooters. I 
remember as a young boy, there was a steep hill near our home, 
I could pedal my one-speed bicycle about 1/3 of the way up the 
hill before I would have to get off and push. One of the 
neighbors used to slowly pass me on the hill on his scooter with 
a teasing smile as I huffed and puffed. I could hear that 
scooter’s engine a good ways before he would appear and I 
took to stopping to watch him go by, green with envy.  A few 
months later he snuck up behind me one day riding a silent 
black motorcycle with the cylinders sticking out on the side.  It 
was much cooler than a scooter! 

Zündapp also made conventional outboard boat motors and 
also smaller outboard motors like the “Dolphin”. These were 
used to power narrow boats on shallow rivers and swamps. 
These engines were hung from the side of a small boat with the 

long shaft trailing back and allowing them to operate in 
very shallow waters and easily be tipped up (unlike a 
traditional outboard which sticks straight down and is 
vulnerable to grounding out the propeller in shallows). 

 

There were Zündapp fans from all over the world. 
Young and old, families and a cast of characters 
one might expect at any motorcycle gathering.  But 
all were peaceful and having a great time and 
sharing their love for all things Zündapp. 
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Our second night in Sigmaringen we had been 
invited to join our Minnesota friend Pim van den 
Bergh and his daughter Sanne for a dinner arranged 
back in February. USA Zündapp friends Neil 
Jezierski from Chicago and Eric Porter from Boston 
were there. We were sorry that Kevin Johnson and 
his friend Marty from Ohio, who we saw the day 
before, did not attend as they were suffering from jet 
lag.  

It was nice to walk into a room of familiar faces and 
to see Leon Vlasveld again. Leon was instrumental 
in Judy and I deciding last winter to attend this 
event. International travel is something we just have 
not done before. We thank him for encouraging us 
to attend and for making arrangements with a local 
inn.   

There are very few guest rooms in the village and 
every room was long since sold out. I had tried back 
last fall to communicate online with several inns, but 
unable to speak or write German, my emails were 
never answered.   Leon made our arrangements for 
us and even confirmed the rooms in person (well in 
advance.) Leon is a collector of not only Zündapps, 
but also a historian of the company. He shared 
several amazing scrapbooks that documented 
interesting family stories of the key people behind 
the Zündapp factory.   

It was Pim’s daughter’s 21st Birthday and Sanne was 
treated to a few surprises from Leon, including a 
rare copy of his book on the history of Zündapp and 
a Zündapp pin. Arriving at dinner, we learned that 
Leon’s father is also a Zündapp enthusiast, he was 
there with family and friends (Leon’s father in the K800 
sidecar with Peter Wind from Austria) and a former well-
known Zündapp racer (who’s name escaped me).  
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 Volume 1, Issue 2 Spring  2014 

A beautiful 100th Anniversary magazine was published for the meet and I was delighted to see they 
included an article I had sent in regarding the Zündapp scene in North America.  

Look carefully; this is NOT a VW Bus…. It is a 
tent!  How cool is that? 
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This is a photo of the KS-601 
Club members and their 
bikes. You will note how 
many are “Elephant green.” 

In America, Zündapp 601s 
were offered in a wide variety 
of colors. But the 601 models 
in Germany were at first only 
offered in green. They wanted 
to appear noticeably different 
from the black BMWs and 
green was the favorite color of 
a Zündapp executive. And 
thus came the Zündapp 
nickname “The Green 
Elephant.” We did not make 
this group photo (above) as we 
did not know it was taking 
place.  

Not speaking German was 
sometimes a real disadvantage 
during our trip.  

Meanwhile, Judy and I were 
speechless at the KS-601 Club 
Tent to see so many of the 
bikes we know so well.  
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It is a small, small, very small world 
indeed. Back in 1977, Judy and I rode 
our newly acquired 1955 Vincent Black 
Shadow to an international Vincent 
Owners Club meet in Canada. (B&W 
photo, Judy & I upper left). A large 
contingent of Brits had arranged to fly 
their Vincents over to ride at that rally, 
and I had heard some Germans would 
be attending as well. Before leaving 
home, I made Judy and I iron-on-letter, 
homemade green Zundapp t-shirts. I 
hoped we would attract the attention of 
the Germans that might be in 
attendance. And that is just what 
happened.  The second day of that rally 
in Canada, a few Germans spotted my 
shirt and rushed over to me with great 
enthusiasm.  “You have Zündapp?” Like a 
proud father with a wallet full of pictures 
of his children, I showed them photos of 
my 3 Zündapps.  They were delighted. It 
was about half way through the weekend 
that I finally realized we were smiling and 
laughing and communicating but I did 
not speak a world of German, and they 
did not speak English.  But so it is – 
motorcycles are a universal language all 
men understand. 

I happened to tell that story to our friend 
Pim.  A few nights later, the KS-601 Club 
held a meeting at the Zündapp Museum.  
(Judy and I were not in attendance.) At 
that meeting, the club gave Pim an award 
for the furthest traveled to the rally.  The 
conversation started amongst the 
Germans that it would be fun if they 
could some day bring their Zündapps to 
America to ride. One of the members, in fact 
the founder of the KS-601 club, stood up 
and told a story about how many years ago 
he had attended a Vincent Rally in Canada 
and that many of the Brits had brought their 
bikes to the USA and that there was no reason Zündapp 
owners could not do the same some day. And by the way, he 
continued, there was a USA Zündapp owner at that rally in 
Canada back in 1977. With a big smile on his face, Pim stood 
up and told the group, “Not only do I know that guy you met 
in Canada back in 1977, but he is here at the Zündapp rally 
this weekend!” The group erupted in cheers. 

Club Membership Chairman Jünger Ammon with your editor. 

I jokingly told Jünger I had been trying to join the 601 club for 
over 40 years, and that I still had a Green Elephant club logo 
sticker that Lothar sent to me in the 1970s. Due to the 
language barrier, I had been unable to join. I was quickly 
signed up as a member and loaded down with brochures, 
newsletters (written in German) t-shirts and a few trinkets.  In 
addition to the annual dues, new members make a refundable 
deposit to help finance the manufacturing of parts.  I was given a list of the parts, but advised some were already sold out!  
Nonetheless, this will be an excellent resource and I’m only too happy to help support the club and the cause of 601s.  

I was delighted to again meet up with Lothar Reinehr (green shirt).  With the help of 
Pim’s translation (tan shirt), he remembered every detail of our meeting in Canada 
those 40 years ago.  We smiled and joked and it was like reuniting with a long lost relative. 
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A number of vendors brought their Zündapp parts to sell. Unfortunately, 
the supply of the boxer twin Zündapps that I own and work on are about 
as scarce in Germany as they are here in the USA.  I was a bit 
disappointed, but not surprised as I reminded myself that although 
Zündapp manufactured hundreds of thousands of motorcycles, 
production of the models I am most interested was limited. There were 
plenty of parts for various 2-stroke machines, scooters and the like. One 
vendor had almost a dozen very early bikes for sale in original, highly 
patina condition, along with a lot of other Zündapp items.  The weather 
was ideal (although a bit warm), with not a hint of rain all weekend, 
although large tents had been set up for the Beer Garden and the various 
festivities. There were a number of food vendors and, of course, plenty of 
beer (served in glasses rather than plastic cups!).  

One of the older members of the 
club asked me in broken English 
“Why you Zündapp?”  I explained 
through a translator, that back 
when I was restoring an R26 
BMW in my senior year at 
college (instead of doing 
homework), a friend and fellow-
BMW owner, David DeFransisco 
had just returned from a semester 
in Europe and he told me about 
the very fast Zündapps and crazy 
Zündapp riders he met. I had 
never before seen or heard of a 
Zündapp, but the seed was 
planted in my head and within a 
few years I had found and started 
buying Zündapps. 
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There were early Zündapps, like 
this rather British-looking, 
exposed fly-wheel single-cylinder 
model…. 

And this reproduction of a 
stream-lined land speed record 
breaker…  Shortly after the meet, 
the bike was shipped to the USA 
to partipate in speed week at 
Bonneville Salt Flats 2017! 

And below is a “special” 
“kneeler” sidecar racing outfit. 
The bike is a pre-war, pressed 
steel frame KS-600 model, but 
outfitted in racing trim with alloy 
fenders and the like. 
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One of the reasons I wanted to 
attend this rally was to have a 
chance to meet Patrick 
Christian.   We have been 
corresponding for a number of 
years now. And he has 
supplied me with some of the 
needed parts for my restoration 
projects. I consider him to be 
the world’s leading expert on 
the Zündapp KS-601 models. 
He runs his own restoration 
shop and is a highly skilled 
mechanic and machinist. He 
has designed, manufactured or 
sourced a number of vital parts 
to improve upon the original 
parts that not only keep these 
bikes on the road but allow 
them to perform better than 
when new.  In fact, during the 
rally he dyno tested one of the 
bikes he brought to the meet 
and found it was producing 45 
horsepower, considerably 
more with his modifications 
than the original factory 
specifications! I regretted our 
trip did not allow time to visit 
Patrick’s shop and spend more 
time with him and his wife. 

Leon Vlasveld proudly 
standing with 1983 Europe 
Champion Hubert Abold. He 
was also vice-world champion 
in 1984 and is seen here with 
his medals and race bike. 

 

Who says you need a big touring bike 
to travel the world?  This Zündapp 
moped and trailer are doing it! Why 
aren’t you? 
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This is an off-road ISDT trials style racer – a sport 
at which Zündapp was very successful.  

They all told stories of their years of Zündapping 
and the history of their bikes.  Unfortunately, they 
all spoke German and we did not understand a 
word of it.  

Yet I knew what they were saying by the far away 
glint in their eyes and the dreamy expressions on 
their faces. They were reliving the glory days of 
their youth; when they rode their Zündapps fast and 
hard and non-stop – leaving those boys on the lesser 
marques in the dust!   Haaaa!  

The Dynometer was a real hit as Zündapp owners lined 
up to strap their bikes down and raced them thru the 
gears to see what the horsepower and performance of 
their bikes measured up to.  

 

I hope you have enjoyed the photos and this Special 100th 
Anniversary Edition of the Zündapper.  

Please send in your photos and stories of your Zundapping 
adventures! 

 –Warren Mann 
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